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BG: SOFIA

dr KRA SIMIR STANČEV
Secretary of the Commission on Manuscripts
Centre international d’information sur les sources de l’histoire balkanique (CIBAL)
Ul.'Moskovska' 45
1000 SOFIA

has produced a welcome addition to the 1920 description of the Slavic manuscripts in the National Library at Plovdiv by Conev, comprising 39 mss and fragments + handwritten marginalia in 7 early imprints:


He has also produced, in collaboration with dr AKSINIA DŽUROVA, a comprehensive description of the Slavic manuscripts at the Pontificio Istituto Orientale at Rome, which hopes to publish in one of its next issues.

BG: SOFIA

dr JORDAN ZAIMOV
Institut za bălgarski ezik na BAN
Ul.'Čapaev' 52, bl.17
1113 SOFIA

has produced, in collaboration with MARIO CAPALDO (Rome), the first volume of a major series of text editions (cf. ПОЛАТА КЪНГОПИСЬНАТА - 93-95): the first part of the Codex Suprasliensis, comprising an introduction, a comprehensive bibliography, a table of contents and the entries 1-23 in facsimile, transcription and Greek source text (where available).


The edition could almost be called definitive, were it not that the editors did not take into account the data of the 16th century apograph of the codex, KIEV, CBAN, Mak.117p., which preserves the text of some of the folia now lacking.

CH: BASEL

dr BEAT MATTHIAS VON SCARPATETTI
Katalog der datierten Handschriften
Universitätsbibliothek
Schönbineinstrasse 18/20
4056 BASEL

has organized an Association des Amis de la Gazette du livre médiéval
(address as above, postal account nr. 40 37 926 Basel), which endeav-
ours to publish, in collaboration with noted codicologists from vari-
ous countries, a biannual bulletin on the study of the medieval book
in its most general sense:

‘Gazette du livre médiéval’ 1 (Autumn 1982), 2 (Spring 1983)

Both issues are available free of charge from the publishers:

Editions CEMI
B.P. 254
75227 PARIS CEDEX 05

The contents are marked by short, highly stimulating articles on topics
of general interest, written from interdisciplinary and practical
points of view (so far, all in French, but other languages are not ex-
cluded). Rubrics on Reading Notes, Colloquia and Seminars, Bibliogra-
phy, Current Projects and Library News complete the contents of this
publication which we should like to recommend to the attention of all
colleagues: it seems to us that this bulletin could become a most im-
portant instrument for both interdisciplinary and intercultural cross-
fertilization. We sincerely hope that editors and publishers will find
the means to continue its publication, and urge all colleagues to give
their financial support to the Association.

GR: THESSALONIKI

Prof. dr ANTHONY-EMIL N. TACHIAOS
Hellenic Association for Slavic Studies
Egnatia St. 158
P.O.B. 610
THESSALONIKI

has published, in commercial cooperation with the Center for Russian
and East European Studies of the University of California, Los Ange-
les, a full description of the 74 Slavic manuscripts of S.Panteleimon
Monastery on Mt.Athos:

A.-E.N.TACHIAOS. The Slavonic Manuscripts of St.Panteleimon Monastery
69 plates (10 of which in full colour) + indices.

H: DEBRECEN

dr JULIANNA PANDUR
Reader in Russian and Slavic Philology
Kossuth Lajos Tudományegyetem
Orosz és Szláv Filológia
Egyetem tér 1
4010 DEBRECEN

Publications:
The Frequency of Grammatical Forms and Categories in Old Slavic (Bas-
ed on the Gospel According to S.Luke in the Codex Marianus). Disser-
S: STOCKHOLM

Prof. dr ANDERS SJÖBERG

Slaviska Institutionen
Stockholms Universitet
Fiskartorpsvägen 160d
106 91 STOCKHOLM

sent us the latest result of his endeavours to make the rich Slavic manuscript holdings in Sweden available to the scholarly public, the edition, prepared as a dissertation under his guidance by Ms HAGAR SUNDBERG, of two of the most interesting manuscripts in the Novgorod Occupation Archive at the State Archives in Stockholm, viz. mss ON/1 65 & 107, comprising a full transcription of the text and a thorough linguistic analysis:


YU: BEOGRAD

Akad. dr DIMITRIJE BOGDANOVIĆ

Institut za srpskohrvatski jezik SANU
Knez Mihajlova 35
11000 BEOGRAD

has published his fundamental Inventory of Cyrillic Manuscripts in Yugoslavia, listing 2222 mss in thematic order, 546 bibliographical entries in chronological order, data on 102 extant collections in alphabetical order of place names, as well as data on 850 mss and 36 collections no longer extant after 1945:


He has also taken the initiative to create an Odbor za fototipska izdanja, sponsored jointly by SANU, Narodna Biblioteka Srbije and Matica Srpska, which produces a series of photomechanical reprints of out of print works under the title Fototipska izdanja. Of special interest to our work are the following reprints now available: